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Essential Terminology

• Somatic Dysfunction:

• A restriction that occurs in bones, joints, muscles and fascia.

• Restriction:

• A joint with a somatic dysfunction will have restriction motion. 

• Physiological Barrier:

• A joint at which a patient can passively move any given joint.



• Anatomical Barrier:

• A point to which a physican can passively move any given joint.

• Restrictive or Pathological Barrier:

• When there is a restriction that prevents full range of  motion before the normal 

physiological Barrier.



TART Diagnostic Criteria

• Tissue Texture changes:

• Surrounding tissue changes such as edematous, hypertonic, rigid, atrophied.

• Asymmetry:

• When the tissue, bones, joints or muscles feel different one side compared to the other. 



• Restriction:

• When the patient cannot move the affected area to its normal full range of  motion, 

meaning there is a pathological barrier. 

• Tenderness:

• When a painful sensation is produced when palpating the somatic dysfunction. 



How to Begin an Osteopathic 
Examination

• Challenging to learn OMT from a book, needs to be HANDS-ON learning.

• Not Left Brain learning we are all accustomed to. It is Right Brain learning.

• Similar to Grandma’s Cooking: 

• Grandma usually cannot write down her recipe for her famous cookies, she just knows 

what looks and feels correct when she is making them. 

• For our Hands On Learning, Pick a Partner and separate into equal 

groups.



Treatments You Can Start Using Today

• NECK: 

• Neck Pain, Stiffness, Spasms and Torticollis

• Muscle Energy: 

• Move the patient to the restrictive barrier.

• Ask the patient to turn or pull away from the barrier for a few second then Relax.

• When patient relaxes the neck will loosen, move them to the new restrictive barrier. 

• Repeat several times.



Tension Headaches

• Demonstration of  CV4 Technique:

• Fingers curled upwards at the base of  the occiput while patient rests head on the fingers. 

• Slowly pull fingers simultaneously upwards and backwards introducing traction and myofascial release.

• Counterstrain:

• Locate Tenderpoints:

• Areas of  tenderness about the size of  a fingertip.

• Extend, Sidebend, and Rotate Away



Low Back Pain

• Demonstration of  Large Amplitude Slow Velocity 

• Place hand under Sacroiliac Joint and bend knee.

• Move knee in a circle to the area of  maximum tenderness.

• Slowly move through area of  maximal tenderness.

• Repeat.

• Demonstration of  Muscle Energy Lumbar Roll

• Have patient lie on the side with the restriction up.

• Pull bottom arm out and rotate top arm backwards.

• Push extended leg downward. Have patient relax, move to new restrictive barrier and repeat.



Thoracic Back Pain

• Demonstration of  Muscle Energy Technique.

• Have patient lie on back with hands interlocked behind the head.

• Move the patient to the restrictive barrier.

• Ask the patient to turn or pull away from the barrier for a few second then Relax.

• When patient relaxes the neck will loosen, move them to the new restrictive barrier. 

• Repeat several times.



Questions


